
 
 

Czech International MID-Amateur Championship 2020 
presented by Pilsner Urquell 

 

Golf Resort Black Bridge, July 16 – 18, 2020 

 

 

 

PACE OF PLAY 
 

Pace of Play Condition of Competition is in effect (Note 2 to Rule 5-6b). 

 

The time allowed for completing the entire round is 4:40 with the individual hole-by-hole 

breakdown as specified below. The detailed table will also be available on the reverse side of the 

pin positions sheet. 

 

Hole 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

PAR 4 3 4 5 4 4 4 3 5 3 4 4 5 4 3 4 5 4 

Time limit 0:14 0:13 0:15 0:19 0:16 0:16 0:16 0:14 0:18 0:12 0:15 0:15 0:19 0:15 0:14 0:15 0:18 0:16 

 

In the absence of mitigating circumstances a group is liable to be timed if it is in excess of the time allowed 

and in case of second and subsequent groups out of position as well. Out of position is defined as being 

more than the starting interval behind the group in front. The timing will start when a player has had 

sufficient time to reach his ball, it is his or her turn to play and he or she is able to play without interference 

or distraction. On the putting green, timing will start when the player has had a reasonable amount of time 

to mark, lift, clean and replace his or her ball, repair damage to the putting green and remove interfering 

loose impediments from the line of play. The maximum time allocated per stroke is 40 seconds. 10 extra 

seconds are allowed for the first to play player to play: a) tee shot on a par 3 hole; b) approach shot to the 

green; and c) chip or putt. Timing ceases when a group is back in position and players will be advised 

accordingly. A player whose group is timed will have a bad time carried forward in the round even if the 

group subsequently arrives back in position or within time Penalty for breach of Local Rule: See modified 

penalty structure in paragraph 1. 

Notes:  a) Players may not be advised that they are being timed. 

b) Timings will be taken from the moment it is decided by the referee that it is the player’s turn to 

play     and he or she is able to play without interference or distraction. 

c) In some circumstances, an individual player or only some players in the group may be timed 

instead of the entire group. 

 d) In exceptional circumstances a referee may not apply the penalty. 

 

Penalty for Breach of Condition: 

One bad time - Verbal warning from the Official 

Second bad time - One stroke penalty  

Third bad time - Two stroke penalty  

Fourth bad time - Disqualification  

 
 
Jiří Machka      Víťa Štrouf 
ředitel mistrovství / Tournament Director    hlavní rozhodčí /Chief Referee 


